‘Uni-Verse-All’ positioner holds any size sensor

With Flow Dental’s new Uni-Verse-All positioner, you could take every imaginable X-ray while using only one positioner and one aiming ring.

Digital X-rays are changing how you manage patient diagnostics. But while digital is faster and easier to use, it poses some unique challenges too. Sensor positioning is one such challenge. Unlike film, sensors are rigid and thick. And unlike film, there is no standard size to a “size-2” sensor. All this makes finding a quick and easy way to position your sensor somewhat more difficult than when you were using film.

With Flow Dental’s new Uni-Verse-All positioner, you could take every imaginable X-ray while using only one positioner and one aiming ring. Sounds impossible, yet Flow’s Uni-Verse-All sensor positioner does just that. It will hold just about any size sensor. The Uni-Verse-All sensor holder lets you reposition the sensor along the bite plane so you can go from a periapical to a bite wing in seconds, and without changing parts.

The Uni-Verse-All is easy to use and set up is fast. You choose from two sizes of sensor holders (both included in Flow’s starter kit). You then snap the sensor holder into the Uni-Verse-All positioner and slide on the aiming ring. Just like that you’re ready. Move the holder down for anteriors or periapicals, up for bite wings. Lightweight for added patient comfort, Uni-Verse-Alls are re-useable and autoclavable. A starter kit with everything you need retails for less than $57.

For more information, or to order, you can contact your local dealer or visit www.FlowDental.com.

(Source: Flow Dental)

New disposable application system mixes two-component materials

The time-saving Unit Dose 0.5 ml from Sulzer Mixpac is a single-use hygienic application system for two-component dental materials such as cements and bleaching materials. MIXPACT M-Mixer mixing technology produces high-quality, reliable mixing results, according to the company. The ergonomic and easy-to-use system has a range of safety features including transport protection and a safety fastener. Clear visual indicators ensure that the user can see at a glance whether the system has been activated and is ready to use.

(Source: Sulzer Mixpac)

The Unit Dose 0.5 ml from Sulzer Mixpac has clear visual indicators to ensure that the user can see at a glance whether the system has been activated and is ready to use. Photo/Provided by Sulzer Mixpac

Digital Accessories

Sensibles™ Universal Sensor Holders

One bite block per patient just makes sense!

Sensible’s Bite Blocks ratchet up and down to grip any sensor; horizontally or vertically. Our new improved Sensibles feature position-locking bars that lock the bite block into several positions. Take a bite wing, posterior, or anterior X-ray with only one bite block, in seconds.

Our Sensibles kit includes aiming rings and alignment arms to ensure an accurate image every time. No more fumbling with multiple holders; no more cone-cut images; and no more re-shoots! Autoclavable, reusable, durable and priced right, Sensibles make better images just a click away.

For more information visit FlowDental.com.
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